
HOW TO WRITE A CSS STYLESHEET IN DREAMWEAVER

How to create an internal style sheet in Dreamweaver First click the plus (+) icon in the Sources panel at the top of the
CSS Designer panel. Note: If you're working on a new HTML page, make sure that you've saved the page; otherwise, .

For a tutorial about formatting text with CSS, see www. The one we attached earlier in this article was
removed from our code, so we're going to reattach it to show you how to do it. The more you practice
designing pages using CSS, the easier it will become. Dreamweaver recognizes styles defined in existing
documents as long as they conform to CSS style guidelines. Now go down to Rule Definition. It really is
easier once you get used to it. When you are finished setting style properties, click OK. In CSS, Div tags
create sections in your document. The class selector is used to create styles that can be applied on your page as
many times as you like. A Cascading Style Sheet is basically a direction for your document. A style can be
defined by Class or ID attributes inside the tags. As you can see below, we selected our text, then clicked DIV.
To start with, we've created a basic document in Dreamweaver. Select the location in which you want to
define the rule, and then click OK: To place the rule in a style sheet that is already attached to the document,
select the style sheet. You can set margins and borders for block-level elements, position them in a specific
location, add background color to them, float text around them, and so on. For example, h1 tags, p tags, and
div tags all produce block-level elements on a web page. Click the arrow next to Conditional Usage to view
additional settings. In the other group is simply the body and the properties for the body. The selector is a term
such as p, h1,a class name, or an id that identifies the formatted element, and the declaration block defines
what the style properties are. By Janine Warner When you create new styles in Dreamweaver, you need to
decide whether to save the style in an internal or external style sheet. To create a new style, click on the little
menu icon in the top right-hand corner of the palette and select New CSS Style


